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Abstract

Due to its diversity, sensual and physical redundancies,
music is considered as a type of ideal carrier for steganog-
raphy, and has attracted increasing attention from the re-
search community of information hiding. In this paper, we
present a novel note-modulating steganographic scheme
for guitar music. Differing from the existing works, the
proposed scheme conceals secret messages into guitar ac-
companiments based on the fact that there are many note
combinations available for expressing a group of similar
harmony effects. Specifically, the proposed scheme first
determines the available tones for information hiding, and
then embeds the secret messages by modulating the note
combination of each candidate tone with matrix embed-
ding strategies. The embedding process has no appre-
ciable impact on the playing effect of the music, because
only a small part of the musical tones in an accompa-
niment are substituted by the other note combinations
that can achieve similar harmony effects. The proposed
scheme is further evaluated with thirty guitar-music sam-
ples collected from the Internet. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed scheme is feasible and effi-
cient. Particularly, employing an appropriate matrix em-
bedding strategy, the proposed scheme can achieve a good
balance between steganographic transparency and capac-
ity.

Keywords: Guitar Music; Information Hiding; Music
Steganography; Note Modulation

1 Introduction

Steganography is the art and science of concealing se-
cret messages into normal carriers without imperceptible

changes [19]. In contrast with cryptographic techniques
that aim to protect the content of secret messages [11,23,
34,36], it focuses on hiding the very existence of the mes-
sages. Therefore, to an extent, steganography can render
better security for communications [27], and have thereby
attracted increasing attention from various research com-
munities. So far, lots of research works on steganogra-
phy have been carried out, and the candidate carriers
have been also on the increase [39]. Almost all digital
media (e.g., image [2, 3, 6, 9, 10, 20, 21, 24, 28, 29, 32, 33],
video [16,38], audio [4,37], text [12,14], and Internet pro-
tocol [13, 15]) can be considered as steganographic car-
riers. In this paper, we focus on the steganography on
music, which, compared with the existing steganographic
techniques on traditional carriers, is largely unexplored
but promising.

As is well known, music is a ubiquitous art for people
to express their mood, emotion and feeling [31], which
has various types and styles. The diversity of music pro-
vides an excellent condition for steganography. Moreover,
for music, there are both sensual and physical redundan-
cies, making the embedding of secret messages feasible.
Specifically, for the same music, different people have di-
verse feelings, so a slight change will not attract the notice
of people; moreover, both melody and harmony can be
modulated to hide secret messages while achieving spe-
cific music effects. Therefore, the music can be consid-
ered as a type of ideal carrier for steganography. It is
worth pointing out that, music steganography is differ-
ent from audio steganography, since the former aims to
conceal secret message into the musical content while the
latter embeds the secret message into audio signals.

Recently, music steganography has also attracted in-
creasing attention. Generally, the existing works regard-
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ing music steganography can be divided into three cate-
gories. The first one modulates the pitches of the notes to
hide secret messages. For example, Bach, a well-known
German musician, uses a note sequence of Bb - A - C
- B# in his music to represent his name [7]; Hutchin-
son [8] proposed a scheme based on note modulation,
which assigns musical notes to the letters of the embed-
ded message according to their appearance frequency. It
is worth noting that the steganographic music, if con-
taining some inappropriate note modulations, will sound
weird [17]. Thus, it is advisable to ascertain the correla-
tions of the notes prior to modulating them for informa-
tion hiding. The second one modifies the music elements
(e.g., duration and loudness of the notes) to conceal se-
cret message, behind which the main idea is to exploit
the auditory redundancies of these elements to hide the
existence of the information hiding. For example, Adli et
al. [1] proposed a steganographic method for MIDI files
by modifying the loudness parameters for “note on” com-
mands, which can be considered as a loudness-modulating
method; Moreover, the authors pointed out that the re-
peated and exclusive commands can be also used to em-
bed secret messages; In addition, Yamamoto et al. [35]
proposed an adaptive steganographic approach to embed
the secret message by modulating the duration of notes;
Szczypiorski [25] designed a new steganographic scheme
for club music, which embeds secret data into music beats
in a subtle way. As mentioned above, this type of meth-
ods, due to taking advantage of the auditory redundan-
cies of music, can provide good embedding transparency.
Surprisingly, however, all the existing schemes focus on
the MIDI music files. The third one conceals the secret
messages into sheet music. The sheet music is a hand-
written or printed form of music notation that employs
musical symbols to indicate the musical content, such as
pitches, rhythms and chords, whose purpose is to illus-
trate the performance skills accurately. For a given sheet
music (also called music score), people mainly concen-
trate on its content, but nearly pay no attention to its
typesetting style and visual quality. Therefore, the sheet
music is an ideal carrier for steganography. For example,
Funk et al. [5] proposed an information hiding technique
for scanned music scores, which is essentially an image-
based steganographic method. Of course, we can easily
infer that it is also possible to embed secret messages by
modulating the typesetting style (e.g., note spacing and
note size).

In this paper, we present a novel note-modulating
steganography scheme for guitar music. Differing from
the existing works, the proposed scheme aims to embed
secret messages into guitar accompaniments, i.e., the mu-
sical parts providing harmonic support for the melody.
Generally, the harmony of music comes from the simulta-
neous sounding of multiple notes, and involves chord con-
structions as well as chord progressions. That is, there are
many candidate combinations for notes to express a group
of similar harmony effects. Thus, we can achieve informa-
tion hiding by note modulation. Moreover, we introduce
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Figure 1: Steganography on music

the Hamming matrix encoding strategy to further reduce
the embedding distortions. To our best knowledge, this
is the first steganographic scheme using the Guitar ac-
companiments. We evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed scheme with thirty guitar-music samples. The re-
sults demonstrate that the proposed scheme is feasible
and efficient. Particularly, employing an appropriate ma-
trix embedding strategy, the proposed scheme can achieve
a good balance between steganographic transparency and
capacity.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
note-modulating steganographic method for Guitar music
is proposed in Section 2, which is followed by evaluation
criteria and the experimental results that are presented
in Section 3. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 4.

2 Proposed Scheme

Figure 1 depicts a general framework of steganography on
music. Let us assume that Alice as the sender wants to
send some secret messages to Bob as the receiver through
a public but insecure channel. To achieve this goal, Al-
ice hides secret messages into a piece of music (e.g., gui-
tar music in this paper) using an embedding algorithm,
and send the steganographic music to Bob through the
public channel; Upon receiving the steganographic music,
Bob can obtain secret messages with the corresponding
extracting algorithm. In this paper, we present a note-
modulating steganographic scheme to achieve steganog-
raphy on guitar music, which is described as follows.

Assume that Alice wants to send LM bits of secret
messages M = {mi = 0 or 1 | i = 1, 2, . . . , LM} to
Bob by embedding them into a piece of guitar music
Θ. Note that the secret messages are often encrypted
prior to embedding, which, however, is independent of
the proposed scheme. Thus, we omit the encryption pro-
cess in this paper, and consider M as the secure form
of the given messages for short. Let the accompani-
ment of the music be A = {T1, T2, . . . , TN}, where Ti
is the i-th tone, and N is the number of tones in A; Let
the chord progression of the music be Λ = {Ci | i =
1, 2, . . . , LC}, where LC is the number of the chords in
Θ.Ci = {ci,j | j = 1, 2, . . . , ri, 3 ≤ ri ≤ 6}, ci,j is the j-th
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note (chord member) of the i-th chord, and ri is the num-
ber of notes in Ci. In the j-th chord (j = 1, 2, . . . , LC),
let the number of tones be nj , then the accompaniment
can be also denoted as A = {Tj | j = 1, 2, . . . , LC},
where ΣLC

j−1nj = N , T1 = {Tl | 1 ≤ l ≤ n1}, and

Tj = {Tl | Σj−1k=1nk + 1 ≤ l ≤ Σjk=1nk}. Accordingly,
the embedding process can be described as follows.

Step 1. Decision on available cover tones: With a
key K shared by the communication parties, the
sender first generates a random binary sequence S1 =
{s1,j | j = 1, 2, . . . , N} intended for determining the
embedding positions, namely, which tones are chosen
to hide information. Note that the random binary
sequence S1 can be also generated according to the
desired embedding rate. Assume that the embedding
rate is ξ. For each tone, the sender generates a ran-
dom number pj ∈ [0, 1]. If pj ≤ ξ, then s1,j = 1;
otherwise, s1,j = 0. For each tone Tj in the i-th
chord, Σi−1k=1nk + 1 ≤ j ≤ Σik=1nk, we determine the
embedding factor λj as

λj = αj ∧ βj ∧ γj ∧ s1,j , (1)

where ”∧” means the AND operation; if Tj is the first
tone of the i-th chord, αj = 0, otherwise, αj = 1; if
the number of notes involved in Tj is equal to ri,
then βj = 0, otherwise, βj = 1; if Tj contains the
notes not belonging to the i-th chord Ci, then γj = 0,
otherwise, γj = 1. If λj = 1, Tj is available for hiding
information; otherwise, it cannot be used. For ease
of description, we denote the set of all available cover
tones as B = {b1, b2, . . . , bLB

}.

Step 2. Matrix embedding: In our scheme, we em-
ploy the Hamming matrix encoding strategy
(MES) [26, 30] to achieve information hiding with
the minimum distortion. Assume that B is divided
into U parts with a length of y shared by the com-
munication parties, namely, B = {B1,B2, . . . ,BU},
where Bi = {bi,1, bi,2, . . . , bi,y}, i = 1, 2, . . . , U ,
U = bLB/yc, bi,j = b((i−1)×y+j), j = 1, 2, . . . , y.
Note that, using MES, z bits of secret messages can
be embedded into 2z–1 bits of cover with no more
than 1-bit change. That is, for each tone part Bi,
z = blog2(y + 1)c bits of secret messages can be em-
bedded. If y ≥ y′ = 2z–1, we only use the first y′

tones in each tone part Bi as the cover. In this paper,
we denote the adopted MES as MES (y′, z) for short.
Accordingly, M is divided into V parts, namely, M =
M1,M2, . . . ,MV , where Mi = mi,1,mi,2, . . . ,mi,z,
i = 1, 2, . . . , V .V = bLM/zc, mi,j = m((i−1)×z+j),
j = 1, 2, . . . , z. Note that V should be not more than
U so that all the secret messages can be embedded.
That is to say, the maximum embedding capacity is
z×U . For each tone part Bi, the embedding process
with MES can be described as follows:

Step 2.1: For Bi, determine the state vector Wi =

{wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,y′}, where

wi,j = g(bi,j) MOD 2, j = 1, 2, . . . , y′. (2)

In Equation (2), g(bi,j) is the sequence number of bi,j
in the set of all possible note combinations for the i-th
chord. Let the number of notes in bi,j be t. Then, the
number of all note combinations is Ctri . Table 1 shows
all note combinations and their sequence numbers for
various values of t and ri. Note that the sequence
numbers of tones in each set can be also randomly
assigned to further enhance the security.

Step 2.2: Assign the dependencies with the binary cod-
ing of j to wi,j ; consider each binary coding to be a
column vector Dj = (dj,1, dj,2, . . . , dj,z)

T , where

j =

z∑
k=1

dj,k × 2(k−1). (3)

The encoding matrix D consists of all these vec-
tors, i.e.,

D = (D1, D2, . . . , Dy′) =


d1,1 d2,1 · · · dy′,1
d1,2 d2,2 · · · dy′,2

...
... · · ·

...
d1,z d2,z · · · dy′,z

 (4)

Step 2.3: For each row in D, calculate

xi,k =

{
0 mi,k = ⊕y

′

j=1(wi,j × dj,k)

0 mi,k 6= ⊕y
′

j=1(wi,j × dj,k)
, 1 ≤ k ≤ z, (5)

where ⊕y
′

j=1 represents continuous XOR operations.

Step 2.4: Calculate the following expression:

Xi =

z∑
k=1

xi,k × 2k−1. (6)

If Xi = 0, there are no bits needed to be changed
in Wi, which means the cover part Bi remains un-
changed; otherwise, the Xi-th tone in Bi needs to
be modulated. Specifically, the steganographic tone
of the Xi-th tone (denoted by b∗i,Xi

) is an element
adjacent to bi,Xi in the corresponding set of all pos-
sible note combinations. If there are two candidate
elements for b∗i,Xi

, the sender can randomly choose
one to substitute bi,Xi

. Repeat the above operation
for each tone in Bi until all the secret message are
embedded.

Note that, to achieve successful covert communica-
tion, both the communication parties should agree
on the key, the embedding rate, the adopted MES
and the length of secret messages to be embedded. In
this paper, we assume that the sender can distribute
the parameters to the receiver in a secure manner.
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Table 1: Note combinations and their sequence numbers for various values of t and ri

ri t Tones (No.: Note Combination)
3 1 1 : T1 = {ci,1}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3}.

2 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3}; 3 : T3 = {ci,1, ci,3}.
4 1 1 : T1 = {ci,1}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3}; 4 : T4 = {ci,4}.

2 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4}; 4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,3};
5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,4}; 6 : T6 = {ci,2, ci,4}.

3 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4}; 3 : T3 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4};
4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4};

5 1 1 : T1 = {ci,1}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3}; 4 : T4 = {ci,4}; 5 : T5 = {ci,5}.
2 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4}; 4 : T4 = {ci,4, ci,5};

5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,3}; 6 : T6 = {ci,1, ci,4}; 7 : T7 = {ci,1, ci,5}; 8 : T5 = {ci,2, ci,4};
9 : T9 = {ci,2, ci,5}; 10 : T10 = {ci,3, ci,5}.

3 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4, ci,5};
4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4}; 5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,5}; 6 : T6 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4};
7 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,5}; 8 : T8 = {ci,1, ci,4, ci,5}; 9 : T9 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,5};
10 : T10 = {ci,2, ci,4, ci,5}.

4 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,4}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5}; 3 : T3 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,5};
4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4, ci,5}; 5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5}.

6 1 1 : T1 = {ci,1}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3}; 4 : T4 = {ci,4}; 5 : T5 = {ci,5};
6 : T6 = {ci,6}.

2 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4}; 4 : T4 = {ci,4, ci,5};
5 : T5 = {ci,5, ci,6}; 6 : T6 = {ci,1, ci,3}; 7 : T7 = {ci,1, ci,4}; 8 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,5};
9 : T9 = {ci,1, ci,6}; 10 : T10 = {ci,2, ci,4}; 11 : T11 = {ci,2, ci,5}; 12 : T12 = {ci,2, ci,6}.
13 : T13 = {ci,3, ci,5}; 14 : T14 = {ci,3, ci,6}; 15 : T15 = {ci,4, ci,6}.

3 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4, ci,5};
4 : T4 = {ci,4, ci,5, ci,6}; 5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4}; 6 : T6 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,5};
7 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,6}; 8 : T8 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4}; 9 : T9 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,5};
10 : T10 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,6}; 11 : T11 = {ci,1, ci,4, ci,5}; 12 : T12 = {ci,1, ci,4, ci,6}.
13 : T13 = {ci,1, ci,5, ci,6}; 14 : T14 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,5}; 15 : T15 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,6}.
16 : T16 = {ci,2, ci,4, ci,5}; 17 : T17 = {ci,2, ci,4, ci,6}; 18 : T18 = {ci,2, ci,5, ci,6}.
19 : T19 = {ci,3, ci,4, ci,6}; 20 : T20 = {ci,3, ci,5, ci,6}.

4 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,4}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5}; 3 : T3 = {ci,3, ci,4, ci,5, ci,6};
4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,5}; 5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,6}; 6 : T6 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4, ci,5};
7 : T7 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,4, ci,6}; 8 : T8 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,5, ci,6}; 9 : T9 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5};
10 : T10 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4, ci,6}; 11 : T11 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,5, ci,6};
12 : T12 = {ci,1, ci,4, ci,5, ci,6}; 13 : T13 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,6};
14 : T14 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,5, ci,6}; 15 : T15 = {ci,2, ci,4, ci,5, ci,6}.

5 1 : T1 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5}; 2 : T2 = {ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5, ci,6};
3 : T3 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,4, ci,6}; 4 : T4 = {ci,1, ci,2, ci,3, ci,5, ci,6};
5 : T5 = {ci,1, ci,3, ci,4, ci,5, ci,6}.

To illustrate the above embedding process, we give a
concrete example, as shown in Figure 2. The set of
tone parts is A = {T1, T2, · · · , T15} = {d1, {a1,
c2, f2}, a, {a1, c2}, {a1, c2}, g, {d1, g1, b1}, g,
{d1, g1}, {d1, g1}, c1, {e1, g1, b1}, g, {g1, b1},
{g1, b1}}, the chord progression is ∧ = {C1, C2,
C3}, where C1 = {d1, a1, c2, f2, a2}, C2 = {g,d1,
g1,b1, g2} and C3 = {c1, e1, g1,b1, e2}(marked by
blue notes). Hence, we can obtain the embedding fac-
tors for the tones in A is {0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0,
1, 0, 1, 1}, because T1, T6 and T11 are respectively the
first tone of corresponding chords, T3 and T13 contain
the notes not belonging to the corresponding chords.

Accordingly, the set of all available cover tones B =
{T2, T4, T5, T7, T8, T9, T10, T12, T14, T15}. Assume
that MES (3, 2) is adopted, and B is divided into
three parts, i.e.,B = {B1,B2,B3}. For the first part
B1 = {T2, T4, T5} = {{a1, c2, f2}, {a1, c2}, {a1, c2}}
(marked by gray area), the set of the tone states
W1 = {0, 0, 0}. According to Step 2.3, we can get
the encoding matrix as

D =

[
1 0 1
0 1 1

]
.

Assume the current part of the secret message is
M1 = {1, 0}. According to Equation (5), we get
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Figure 2: An Example for the Embedding Process of
Note-modulating Steganographic Scheme

x1,1 = 1, x1,2 = 0. Due to X1 = 1 × 1 + 0 × 2 = 1,
the first element in W1 needs to be changed. That is,
the first tone in B1, i.e., T2, needs to be modulated
to an adjacent note combination (e.g., {c2, f2, a2}) to
represent state ”1”. Therefore, the steganographic
version of B1 is {d1, {c2, f2, a2}, a, {a1, c2}, {a1, c2}}.
The receiver can restitute the secret message M by
the following steps:

Step 1. Extraction: With the shared key K and the
embedding rate ξ, the receiver first generates the ran-
dom binary sequence S1 = {s1,j | j = 1, 2, . . . , N},
and calculate the embedding factor λj as Equa-
tion (1). Accordingly, the set of the tones contain-
ing secret information can be obtained, denoted as
B∗ = {b∗1, b∗2, . . . , b∗LB

}.

Step 2. Decoding: Divide B∗ into U parts with y (de-
note as B∗ = {B∗1 ,B∗2 , . . . ,B∗U}); for the first y′ tones
in each tone part B∗i , the receiver calculates the corre-
sponding tone state W ∗i = {w∗i,1, w∗i,2, . . . , w∗i,y′} ac-
cording to Equation (2), and then get each bit of
embedded message by calculating the following ex-
pression:

mi,k = ⊕y
′

j=1(w∗i,j × zj,k), 1 ≤ k ≤ z. (7)

Combining all the extracted bits, the receiver can
obtain the whole secret message M .

Let the possibility of αj = 0 be Pα, the possibility of
βj = 0 be Pβ , the possibility of γj = 0 be Pγ . Then,
the possibility of λj = 1 can be determined as

P (λj = 1) = (1− Pα − Pβ − Pγ)× ξ, (8)

where Pα = LC / N ; Pβ = Nβ / N , Nβ is the number
of tones whose notes are equal to the number of the
notes in the corresponding chords; Pγ = Nγ / N , Nγ
is the number of tones which contain the notes not
belonging to the corresponding chords. Note that the
three conditions for unavailable tones are judged one
by one, so the three sets of unavailable tones have

no common elements. Therefore, the capacity of the
proposed scheme (denoted by ω) can be determined
as

ω = bN × (1− Pα − Pβ − Pγ)× ξ
y

c × z

= b (N − LC −Nβ −Nγ)× ξ
y

c × z. (9)

3 Performance Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed scheme,
we collect thirty pieces of guitar accompanies from the
Internet, including three types of music styles, namely,
BossaNova, Folk and Popular. For each sample, we per-
form four kinds of steganographic experiments at the em-
bedding rate of 100%, namely, the steganography with
no MES, the ones with MES (3, 2), the one with MES
(7, 3) and the one with MES (15, 4). The secret mes-
sage produced randomly can be successfully embedded
and extracted in any case. Table 2 shows the embedding
capacities of all the music samples in various stegano-
graphic cases. Figure 3 further shows the average embed-
ding capacities per measure for all the music samples in
the four steganographic modes, respectively. From them,
we can learn the following facts. First, the embedding
capacities of all the music samples are identical with the
ones calculated as Equation (9), indicating the proposed
scheme is feasible and correct. Second, the thirty music
samples render different embedding capacity even in the
same steganographic mode. The reason for the difference
on their capacities is that there are different numbers of
tones in each measure. In other words, the average capac-
ity per measure is proportionate to the number of tones
in each measure. Therefore, we can choose the samples
containing as many tones as possible in each measure for
hiding information. For example, the twelfth, nineteenth,
twenty-fifth and twenty-ninth music samples are much
better than the others in term of embedding capacity.

In addition, we introduce dissonance value [18,22] and
harmony entropy [22], which are popularly applied in the
objective evaluation of music, to evaluate the stegano-
graphic transparency in terms of the sensory consonance.

Plomp and Levelt [18, 22] pointed out that the disso-
nance of two single tones can be parameterized by a model
as

d(x) = e−b1x − e−b2x, (10)

where x denotes the absolute value of the difference in
frequency between two single sinusoids, b1 = 3.5 and b2 =
5.75.

According to this definition, the inherent dissonance
of the complex tone F = {fi | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} can be
calculated as the sum of the dissonances of all pairs of
partials, namely,

DF =
1

2

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

d(fi, fj). (11)
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Table 2: The Statistical result of the ABX tests for different music styles

Capacity(bit)
No. Music Samples N LC Nβ Nγ None MES(3,2) MES (7,3) MES(15,4)
1 Autumn leaves1 326 66 0 73 187 124 78 48
2 Blue bossa1 337 79 0 80 178 118 75 44
3 Cherie sweet honey1 416 72 0 82 262 174 111 68
4 Fly me to the moon1 303 56 0 65 182 120 78 48
5 Happy birthday1 343 58 0 42 243 162 102 64
6 Moon represent my heart1 487 82 0 84 321 214 135 84
7 Night swing1 278 65 17 110 86 56 36 20
8 Skimming over the surface1 433 73 0 108 252 168 108 64
9 The warmest love song1 625 105 0 13 507 338 216 132
10 Write a song1 553 97 0 106 350 232 150 92
11 Auld lang syne2 265 67 0 0 198 132 84 52
12 Childhood memory2 545 69 0 0 476 316 204 124
13 Forest birch2 607 76 0 277 254 168 108 64
14 Grandma’s penghu bay2 373 63 0 0 310 286 132 80
15 Katyusha2 377 95 0 0 282 188 120 72
16 Lilac2 643 81 0 280 282 188 120 72
17 Orchid2 229 58 0 0 171 114 72 44
18 Red river valley2 261 66 0 65 130 86 54 32
19 Seasons song2 289 37 0 0 252 168 108 64
20 Snail and oriole bird2 287 54 0 0 233 154 99 60
21 Baby3 440 80 0 59 301 200 129 80
22 Can’t help falling in love3 501 129 0 103 269 178 114 68
23 Crescent moon3 558 84 0 172 302 200 129 80
24 I miss you3 407 119 1 112 175 116 75 44
25 June rain3 516 68 0 0 448 298 192 116
26 Endless story love3 472 100 0 2 370 246 156 96
27 Rainbow3 566 77 0 243 246 164 105 64
28 Starry mood3 524 78 0 150 296 196 126 76
29 T12131213 305 39 0 8 258 172 108 68
30 Wonderful power song3 512 104 0 0 408 272 174 108

Note: 1 belongs to the style of BossaNova, 2 belongs to the style of Folk, 3 belongs to the style of Popular.

Further, the dissonance of F at an interval α can be
calculated as follows.

DF (α) = DF +DαF +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

d(fi, αfj), (12)

where αF = {αfi | i = 1, 2, . . . , n} represents the note of
F at an interval α.

Accordingly, the dissonance of a chord of three notes
at the intervals 1, a and b can be calculated by adding
the dissonances between all partials, namely,

DF (a, b) = DF (a) +DF (b) +DaF (b / a). (13)

Harmonic entropy is a measure of the uncertainty in
pitch perception [23]. When two musical notes are played
simultaneously at an interval α, they must have a simple-
integer ratio (denoted as fα) about the frequency, which
can be modeled with a Farey series Fm of an order m.
For any interval α, the probability that α is perceived as

a mistuning of the j-th member of the Farey series is

pj(α) =
1

σ
√

2π

∫
t∈rj

e−(t−i)
2/2σ2

dt, (14)

where σ = 0.007, rj represents the region over which fj
dominates, going from the median below to the median
above. Assume that the j-th member of the Farey series
is fj = cj / dj , and rj ∈ [(cj−1 + cj) / (dj−1 + dj), (cj +
cj+1) / (dj +dj+1)]. Then the harmonic entropy of α can
be defined as

HE(α) = −
∑
j

pj(α)log(pj(α)). (15)

To evaluate the steganographic transparency of the
proposed scheme, we randomly choose six music samples
and their steganographic versions in different modes to
make statistics on the dissonance values and harmony en-
tropy. Figures 4 and 5 show the experimental results of
the dissonance values and harmony entropy, respectively.
From the charts, we can learn the following fact. First, the
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Figure 3: Average steganographic capacity per measure for all the music samples

dissonance values and harmony entropy of some measures
are diverse, although all of them are in the normal range.
Particularly in the first style, the distributions have a rela-
tively large range, which is caused by various chord types.
For example, the major chord, which is a type of conso-
nant chords in music theory, contains a major third and
a perfect fifth above its root note. The major seventh
chord, which is a dissonant chord, contains a major third,
a perfect fifth, and a major seventh. Therefore, the ranges
of both dissonance values and harmony entropy for tones
in different chords are also different. Second, the disso-
nance value and harmony entropy of each measure in the
steganographic accompaniments for a given music sam-
ple, are identical or highly similar to those in the original
accompaniments, indicating that the steganographic sam-
ples can be played at a good level of sensory consonance.
That is, the proposed scheme can achieve good stegano-
graphic transparency in term of the sensory consonance.
Particularly, as the length of cover part is increased, the
embedding distortions are accordingly reduced, namely,
better steganographic transparency can be achieved. In

this sense, the proposed scheme can achieve a good bal-
ance between steganographic transparency and capacity
by introducing an appropriate MES.

In addition, we also conduct ABX tests to further eval-
uate the steganographic transparency of the proposed
scheme. We create a sample set as X by randomly se-
lecting two original accompaniments and eight stegano-
graphic ones (two samples without MES, two samples
with MES (3, 2), two samples with MES (7, 3), and
two samples with MES (15, 4)) for each style, and in-
vite thirty persons (including ten professionals in the in-
formation hiding field, ten guitar lovers and ten common
participators) to identify the categories of all the music
samples in X independently. Specifically, if a sample is
identified as an original one, it is labeled as A; otherwise,
it is labeled as B. Table 3 and Table 4 show the statistical
results of the ABX tests for different music styles and for
different steganographic modes. It is not hard to find out
that for any given test set, the participants even the gui-
tar lovers who are familiar with these music styles, cannot
accurately distinguish between the original and stegano-
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Figure 4: The statistical results for dissonance values
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Figure 5: The statistical results for harmony entropy
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Table 3: The statistical result of the ABX tests for different music styles

Bossa Nova Folk Popular
Guitar Lovers 46% 53% 47%
Professionals 42% 48% 61%
Participators 49% 51% 53%

Table 4: The statistical result of the ABX tests for different steganographic modes

With no MES With MES (3, 2) With MES (7, 3) With MES (15, 4)
Guitar Lovers 60% 53% 53% 52%
Professionals 57% 50% 51% 53%
Participators 48% 49% 46% 53%

graphic samples, which demonstrates again that the pro-
posed scheme can achieve excellent steganographic trans-
parency. Particularly, for the guitar lovers, as the length
of cover part is increased, their accuracy for distinguish-
ing the original and steganographic samples is further
decreased, which demonstrates again that MES can fur-
ther improve the steganographic transparency. Moreover,
the results also suggest again that the proposed scheme
can achieve a good balance between steganographic trans-
parency and capacity by choosing a proper MES.

4 Conclusions

Steganography, which can conceal secret messages
into seemingly normal carriers without any perceptible
change, provides an efficient means for secure commu-
nication. So far, extensive researches on steganography
have been carried out, and steganographic covers have
been also extended from initial images to almost all mul-
timedia. Due to its diversity, sensual and physical re-
dundancies, music is considered as a type of ideal carrier
for steganography, and has attracted increasing attention
from the research community of information hiding. In
this paper, we present a novel note-modulating stegano-
graphic scheme for guitar music. Differing from the ex-
isting works, the proposed scheme aims to embed secret
messages into guitar accompaniments based upon the fact
that there are many note combinations for expressing a
group of similar harmony effects. In other words, the
proposed scheme conceals the secret messages by suitably
modulating the note combinations for the corresponding
candidate tones. Additionally, we introduce the Hamming
matrix encoding strategy to further reduce the embed-
ding distortions. To our best knowledge, this is the first
steganographic scheme using the Guitar accompaniments.
We evaluate the proposed scheme with a large number of
guitar-music samples. The experimental results demon-
strate that the proposed scheme is indeed feasible and effi-
cient. In particular, by introducing an appropriate matrix
embedding strategy, the proposed scheme can achieve a

good balance between steganographic transparency and
capacity.
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